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Blown Away
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 [Intro]
G

[Verse 1]
G
Lost, Alone with the stars
   Em
So close, But always so far
    C                                              D
The world at my feet, I stand on these streets, of nowhere

[Verse 2]
G
Alone, Just me and the world
  Em
I walked, Walked to your door
    C                                        D
The moon s standing still I waited until the sunrise

[Bridge]
        C                        G
Take me back, Back to the place again
          C
And we ll dance, Dance like we did
     D
When water was wine, The time of our lives

[Chorus]
G
I ve got to get home to watch the sun rising
Em
Chase down your lane, look at that sky again
C
You ll never really know
Am7
Which way the wind will blow
C                        Am7
And what will the people say
       G
Blown Away

[Verse 2]
G
Found, Found in a room
    Em                                  C
Somewhere, The girl with the long blonde hair



Can t say no, to space cadet blow
     D
It s over now

[Bridge]
        C                        G
Take me back, Back to the place again
          C
And we ll dance, Dance like we did
     D
When water was wine, The time of our lives

[Chorus]
G
I ve got to get home to watch the sun rising
Em
Chase down your lane, look at that sky again
C
You ll never really know
Am7
Which way the wind will blow
C                        Am7
And what will the people say
       G
Blown Away

[Pre-Chorus]
G
I ve got to get home to watch the sun rising
Em
Chase down your lane, look at that sky again
C
You ll never really know
Am7
Which way the wind will blow

[Chorus 2]
G
This is the sound of inocence breaking
    Em
The land of a million hearts still aching
C                        Am
You ll never really know    which way the wind will blow
G
I ve got to get home to watch the sun rising
Em
Chase down your lane and look at that sky again
C                        Am
You ll never really know    which way the wind will blow
C                        Am
And what will the people say

[Outro]



C                        Am
And what will the people say
       G
Blown Away 


